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ABSTRACT 

Active steering systems can help the driver to master 
critical driving situations. This paper presents a fuzzy 
logic control strategy on active steering vehicle based on 
a multi-body vehicle dynamic model. The multi-body 
vehicle dynamic model using ADAMS can accurately 
predict the dynamic performance of the vehicle. A new 
hybrid steering scheme including both active front 
steering (applying an additional front steering angle 
besides the driver input) and rear steering is presented 
to control both yaw velocity and sideslip angle. A set of 
fuzzy logic rules is designed for the active steering 
controller, and the fuzzy controller can adjust both 
sideslip angle and yaw velocity through the co-
simulation between ADAMS and Matlab fuzzy control 
unit with the optimized membership function. Fuzzy 
control rules are always built according to expert’s 
experience and it is difficult to obtain the optimal rules, 
so we introduce optimization strategy to ensure fuzzy 
control rules optimal. The fuzzy control parameters are 
optimized and analyzed by a combined optimization 
algorithm (Simulated Annealing method (SA) and 
Nonlinear Programming Quadratic Line search (NLPQL) 
method) combined with response surface model (RSM). 
Single lane change experiment is used to validate the 
effectiveness of active steering system. Simulation result 
shows that active steering vehicle with the fuzzy control 
logic strategy can improve vehicle handling stability 
greatly comparing with four-wheel steering controller and 
traditional front wheel steering. 

INTRODUCTION 

Active steering is a possible approach to enhance 
driving safety under critical situations. For active steering 
system, an additional front steering wheel angle 
controlled by Electronic Controller Unit (ECU) is 
combined to the driver input steering wheel angle while 
the permanent mechanical connection between steering 

wheel and road wheels remains, which is the major 
difference with steer-by-wire system. This new 
technology has been applied on the 2003 BMW-5 
passenger sedan [1-3]. The steering system presented 
in this paper includes both active front wheel steering 
and rear wheel steering, which maintain the advantages 
(1) easy maneuverability at low speed; (2) improved 
handling and stability at high speed and (3) quick 
response to driver’s input.  

There is a wealth of literature that focuses on active 
steering research. As early as 1969, Kasselmann and 
Keranen [4] developed an active steering system based 
on feedback from a yaw rate sensor. In 1996, 
Ackermann [5] combined active steering with yaw rate 
feedback to robustly decouple yaw and lateral motions, 
which is effective in canceling out yaw generated when 
braking on a split friction surface. In Hiraoka’s research 
[6-8], an estimated value for sideslip angle was used for 
active front steering control, and computer simulations 
demonstrated good estimates of sideslip angle and good 
performance of active front steering. He also proposed 
an active front steering law for lateral acceleration 
control at a center of percussion. The active steering 
controller designed by Huh and Kim [9] eliminated the 
difference in steering response between driving on 
slippery road and dry road based on feedback of lateral 
tire force. Segawa et al. [10] applied lateral acceleration 
and yaw rate feedback on a steer-by-wire vehicle and 
indicated that active steering maintains greater driving 
stability than differential brake control. Different from 
steer-by-wire, an additional steer angle was added by an 
actively controlled steering system introduced by Akita 
[11] using planetary steering box. Oraby and El-
Demerdash [12] pointed out that significant 
improvements were achieved for the vehicle handling 
characteristics using active front steering control in 
comparison with four wheel steering and conventional 
two wheel steering. Among these research, nobody has 
considered both active front wheel steering and rear 
wheel steering system.   



Fuzzy logic control is proved to be an efficient way to 
implement engineering heuristics into a control solution. 
The main advantage of using fuzzy logic is to reduce the 
very detailed models of controller. But fuzzy logic 
controller is usually built based on the operator’s 
knowledge, resulting in that controllers designed by 
different experts may be various. To solve this problem, 
optimization strategy is introduced in this paper and 
fuzzy logic controller is designed form the view of 
optimization, which ensures the controller optimal. The 
membership functions of fuzzy controller are optimized 
using Simulated Annealing (SA) and Nonlinear 
Programming Quadratic Line search (NLPQL) method to 
maintain the controller accurate and stable. 

This paper presents a multi-body vehicle dynamic model 
and a dynamic control strategy for active steering 
including two main control objectives (sideslip angle β 
and yaw velocity γ). The method is optimized and 
analyzed by a combined optimization algorithm 
combined with RSM. Under extreme motion state, the 
simulation results indicate that the proposed method can 
gain dynamic stability and improve the accuracy of fuzzy 
control. 

The paper consists of seven sections. The second 
Section presents the principle of active front wheel 
steering and rear wheel steering system, then multi-body 
vehicle dynamic model is built considering the two 
control objectives for active steering. In the third part, we 
integrate the dynamic model and controller for active 
steering co-simulation using fuzzy logic control method. 
Fuzzy control strategy is the next part. In the fifth part, 
we optimize the membership function of fuzzy controller 
by a combined algorithm—SA and NLPQL. Finally, the 
simulation result and conclusion are presented. 

VEHICLE DYNAMIC MODEL AND CONTROL 
OBJECTIVES FOR ACTIVE STEERING 

ACTIVE FRONT STEERING SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

Fig. 1 shows the principle of the active front steering 
system. The driver controls the vehicle via the hand 
steering wheel (the steering wheel angle is denoted by 

) and the actuator provides an additional steering 

wheel angle  according to the signal from ECU. Both 
angles result in a pinion angle down at the steering track. 

sδ

aδ

ACTIVE REAR STEERING SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

Fig. 2 shows the principle of the active rear steering 
system. According to the signal from ECU, the rear 
wheel electric motor actuates an steering angle resulting 
in a pinion angle down at the steering track. At a high 
speed, rear wheel steering and front wheel steering are 
in the same direction to improve stability of vehicle and 
satisfy passenger relaxation; but at a low speed, 
especially in parking geometry, the steering angles of 

rear and front wheels are in opposite direction to 
improve the maneuverability of vehicle. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Principle of the active front steering system 

 

Fig. 2 Principle of the active rear steering system 

MULTI-BODY VEHICLE DYNAMIC MODEL FOR 
ACTIVE STEERING SIMULATION 

Multi-body dynamic simulation is used to successfully 
simulate a wide variety of vehicles and predict the safety, 
mobility, stability, and operating loads of the complete 
system. The theoretical basis of multi-body vehicle 
dynamic model for active steering simulation is multi-
body dynamics, and the kinetic equation built with 
Lagrange multiplier method is presented as:  
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dt q q
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                     (1) 

Integrity constraint equations:  ( , ) 0q tΦ =

Nonholonomic constraint equations: ( , , ) 0q q tθ =&  

where T represents kinetic energy of the system, q is 
generalized coordinate vector, Q denotes generalized 
force vector, ρ and μ  represent the vector of Lagrange 



multipliers corresponding the Integrity constraints and 
Nonholonomic constrains. 

In this paper, the multi-body vehicle dynamic model was 
built in ADAMS/CAR environment. This model includes 
seven subsystems: front suspension system, rear 
suspension system, brake system, powertrain system, 
steering system, tire and bodywork system (show in Fig. 
3). During the building of the multi-body model, we have 
considered the joint constraints and the force element 
such as springs, dampers, bushing and so on. We have 
also considered the nonlinearity of tire and the flexibility 
of certain parts, which accurately reflects the practical 
vehicle system. 

 

Fig. 3 Multi-body vehicle dynamic model 

TIRE MODEL 

In most time, the active steering system has high 
nonlinearity and we should adopt nonlinear tire model. 
Thus, it introduces Pacejka's Magic Formula Model [13] 
that has high precision for longitudinal force of wheel 
and side-force and also has better confidence level out 
of range of limit value. It can be expressed in the 
following form. 

sin( arctan( ( arctan( ))))
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= +⎧
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        (2) 

where Y(x) represents lateral-force, opposite rotary 
moment or longitudinal force, X is sideslip angle (2) or 
wheel slip ratio S. The coefficients B, C, D, E are 
determined by vehicle velocity and drive situation, and 

 denotes the horizontal and vertical drift. ,v hS S

CONTROL OBJECTIVES FOR ACTIVE STEERING 

There are two main control objectives in the study of 
steering system control. The sideslip angle control 
strategy reduces the lateral motion and transportation of 
vehicle, while it improves handling maneuverability and 
reduces the delay of response of the vehicle; the yaw 
velocity control strategy minimizes the rotational motion 
of vehicle and leads the vehicle to lateral side tracking 
the desired trajectory. It is difficult to minimize both 
sideslip angle and yaw velocity by controlling only the 

rear steering wheel angle or traditional two wheeling 
steering (2WS) vehicle. However, active steering system 
can achieve these two objectives by introducing an 
additional front steering wheel angle according to 
feedback of yaw velocity and adjusting the rear steering 
wheel angle based on the signal of sideslip angle. 

INTEGRATED THE DYNAMIC MODEL AND 
CONTROLLER FOR ACTIVE STEERING CO-
SIMULATION  

The simulation system is established by the combination 
of ADAMS and MATLAB. The structure of co-simulation 
is showed in Fig. 4. The two control objectives (sideslip 
angle and yaw velocity) have been mentioned in the 
former part, and we intend to make the sideslip angle 
closest to zero and to minimize the yaw velocity under 
the limit that the vehicle can keep the desired track. The 
ECU sends control instructions to the front steering 
system and rear steering system based on the yaw 
velocity of bodywork, sideslip angle and forward speed 
signal to produce the additional front steering wheel 
angle and to adjust the rear wheel steering angle. In the 
co-simulation, fuzzy logic method is applied on the 
controlling of sideslip angle and yaw velocity. 

 
Fig. 4 Fuzzy control flow chart 

FUZZY CONTROL STRATEGY DESIGN FOR 
ACTIVE STEERING 

FUZZY CONTROLLER DESIGN 

In this part, we establish an active steering fuzzy 
controller with four input variables and two output 
variables. The four input variables are sideslip angle, 
sideslip angle change rate, yaw velocity and yaw 
velocity change rate, and the controller can calculate 
additional front steering wheel angle and rear steering 
angle according to fuzzy rules. The input and output 
channels are presented in Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 shows the 
fuzzy controller design flow. 



 

Fig. 5 4-input and 2-output channels of active steering 
fuzzy controller 

Fig. 6 Design flow diagram of fuzzy controller 

THE CHOICE OF FUZZY CONTROLLER 
PARAMETERS 

Input and output variables can be divided into 5 levels. 
They are defined as negative big (NB), negative median 
(NM), median zero (ZE), positive median (PM) and 
positive big (PB). In order to improve defuzzification 
speed, Gaussmf is chosen as a membership function 
and the weight is equal to one. Figs. 7 shows the 
membership function of sideslip angle and the range is 
from -6 to 6, other three input variables (sideslip angle 
change rate, yaw velocity and yaw velocity change rate) 
have same membership function with sideslip angle. The 
two output variables (additional front steering angle and 
rear steering angle) are normalized and are within 0 to 1. 
Fig. 8 shows the membership function of additional front 
steering angle and the other one is the same. 

 

Fig. 7 Membership function of sideslip angle 

 

Fig. 8 Membership function additional front steering 
angle 

ESTABLISHING FUZZY CONTROLLING RULES 

We adopt average gravity center method for 
defuzzification. The rear steering wheel angle and the 
additional front steering wheel angle can be controlled 
intelligently according to the fuzzy control rules 
established on the base of control strategy showed in 
Table 1. Slip represents sideslip angle and Yaw is yaw 
velocity; Slip_change and Yaw_change denotes sideslip 
angle change rate and yaw velocity change rate, 
respectively. Front and Rear represent additional front 
steering angle and rear steering angle. The response 
surfaces of the additional front steering angle and rear 
steering angle are showed in Figs. 9 and 10. 

Table 1 Fuzzy control rules 

(Slip==NB)&(Slip_change==NB)=>(Front=NB) 

(Slip==NB)&(Slip_change==NM)=>(Front=PM) 

(Slip==NB)&(Slip_change==ZE)=>(Front=PB) 

(Slip==NB)&(Slip_change==PM)=>(Front=ZE) 

(Slip==NB)&(Slip_change==PB)=>(Front=ZE) 

(Slip==NM)&(Slip_change==NB)=>(Front=PB) 

(Slip==NM)&(Slip_change==NM)=>(Front=PM) 

(Slip==NM)&(Slip_change==ZE)=>(Front=PB) 

(Slip==NM)&(Slip_change==PM)=>(Front=ZE) 

(Slip==NM)&(Slip_change==PB)=>(Front=ZE) 

(Slip==ZE)&(Slip_change==NB)=>(Front=PM) 

(Slip==ZE)&(Slip_change==NM)=>(Front=PM) 

(Slip==ZE)&(Slip_change==ZE)=>(Front=ZE) 

(Slip==ZE)&(Slip_change==PM)=>(Front=NM) 

(Slip==ZE)&(Slip_change==PB)=>(Front=NM) 

(Slip==PM)&(Slip_change==NB)=>(Front=ZE) 



(Slip==PM)&(Slip_change==NM)=>(Front=ZE) 

(Slip==PM)&(Slip_change==ZE)=>(Front=PM) 

(Slip==PM)&(Slip_change==PM)=>(Front=NB) 

(Slip==PM)&(Slip_change==PB)=>(Front=NB) 

(Slip==PB)&(Slip_change==NB)=>(Front=ZE) 

(Slip==PB)&(Slip_change==NM)=>(Front=ZE) 

(Slip==PB)&(Slip_change==ZE)=>(Front=PM) 

(Slip==PB)&(Slip_change==PM)=>(Front=PM) 

(Slip==PB)&(Slip_change==PB)=>(Front=NB) 

(Yaw==NB)&(Yaw_change==NB)=>(Rear=NB) 

(Yaw==NB)&(Yaw_change==NM)=>(Rear=PM) 

(Yaw==NB)&(Yaw_change==ZE)=>(Rear=PB) 

(Yaw==NB)&(Yaw_change==PM)=>(Rear=ZE) 

(Yaw==NB)&(Yaw_change==PB)=>(Rear=ZE) 

(Yaw==NM)&(Yaw_change==NB)=>(Rear=PB) 

(Yaw==NM)&(Yaw_change==NM)=>(Rear=PM)

(Yaw==NM)&(Yaw_change==ZE)=>(Rear=PB) 

(Yaw==NM)&(Yaw_change==PM)=>(Rear=ZE) 

(Yaw==NM)&(Yaw_change==PB)=>(Rear=ZE) 

(Yaw==ZE)&(Yaw_change==NB)=>(Rear=PM) 

(Yaw==ZE)&(Yaw_change==NM)=>(Rear=PM) 

(Yaw==ZE)&(Yaw_change==ZE)=>(Rear=ZE) 

(Yaw==ZE)&(Yaw_change==PM)=>(Rear=NM) 

(Yaw==ZE)&(Yaw_change==PB)=>(Rear=NM) 

(Yaw==PM)&(Yaw_change==NB)=>(Rear=ZE) 

(Yaw==PM)&(Yaw_change==NM)=>(Rear=ZE) 

(Yaw==PM)&(Yaw_change==ZE)=>(Rear=PM) 

(Yaw==PM)&(Yaw_change==PM)=>(Rear=NB) 

(Yaw==PM)&(Yaw_change==PB)=>(Rear=NB) 

(Yaw==PB)&(Yaw_change==NB)=>(Rear=ZE) 

(Yaw==PB)&(Yaw_change==NM)=>(Rear=ZE) 

(Yaw==PB)&(Yaw_change==ZE)=>(Rear=PM) 

(Yaw==PB)&(Yaw_change==PM)=>(Rear=PM) 

(Yaw==PB)&(Yaw_change==PB)=>(Rear=NB) 

 

Fig. 9 Response surface of Sideslip angle 

 

Fig. 10 Response surface of Yaw velocity 

OPTIMIZATION OF THE FUZZY CONTROLLER 
FOR ACTIVE STEERING 

Active steering fuzzy controller is adopted to control 
sideslip angle and yaw velocity by producing additional 
front steering wheel angle and rear steering wheel angle. 
For the reason that fuzzy control rules are determined by 
expert’s experience, it is difficult to optimal fuzzy control 
rules. However, we can consider to build the fuzzy 
controller from the view of optimization. Fuzzy control 
rules determined by the control strategy are reliable, and 
the objective is to optimize membership functions. For 
Gaussmf, each membership function is centrosymmetric 
and we can identify the shape and position with only two 
parameters (mean value and variance). Thus, we need 
seven parameters to identify a variable's universe and 
we have total 6 variables (four input variables and two 



output variable), so we need 42 factors to determine the 
membership of the whole fuzzy controller. This number 
is so large that we use design of experiment (DOE) 
analysis to choose the main factors, then optimize these 
main factors. The flow chart of the optimization is shown 
in Fig. 11. 

ling stability in the driver-vehicle-
environment system. 

Active steering is a driver-vehicle-environment closed-
loop system, and we choose single lane change test that 
is a typical experiment to study the function of dynamical 
parameters and hand

 

Fig. 11 Co-optimization flow chart of SA and NLPQL 
+RSM 

eslipRatioB1 and SideslipRateC4 as 
design variables. 

We adopt Latin Hypercube method with uniform space 
sampling and random combination. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 
show the normalized Pareto graph of all factors. We 
choose 10 factors which have great contribution to both 
sideslip angle and yaw velocity and optimize these 
factors. The vertical axis represents fuzzy control 
variables, B represents variance of Gaussmf, C 
represents mean value of Gaussmf, and numerical value 
after the alphabet represent 5 levels of variables. From 
the two pareto graphs, we choose YawErrorB1 、

SideslipRateB2 、 SideslipRatioC2 、 YawRateB1 、

YawErrorC2 、 SideslipRateC2 、 YawErrorC4 、

YawRatioB1、Sid

 

Fig. 12 Pareto graph analyzed by DOE (for sideslip 
angle) 

There are four objectives of the optimization: (1) sideslip 
angle; (2) yaw velocity; (3) the time lag between steering 
wheel angle and yaw velocity; and (4) the time lag 
between yaw velocity and lateral acceleration. It can be 
formulated as follows. 

 

 

Fig. 13 Pareto graph analyzed by DOE (for yaw velocity) 

To find: Design variables 

to minimize:  
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subject to:  

pRa 4 4

1 YawErrorB1 1.5
1 SideslipRateB2 1.5
0.2 SideslipRatioC2 0.3
1.0 YawRateB1 1.5

4 YawErrorC2 2
4 SideslipRateC2 2

2 YawErrorC4 4
0.08 YawRatioB1 0.12
0.08 SideslipRatioB1 0.12
2 Side

≤

sli teC

≤
≤ ≤
≤ ≤
≤ ≤

− ≤ ≤ −
− ≤ ≤ −
≤ ≤

≤ ≤
≤ ≤
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where 

≤

Bγ , Bβ , 
max

Bγ , 
maxβ , 

min
Bβ , 

rTB , 
aTB  are 

the maximum values of 

min
Bγ , B

γ , β , 
m a xγ

, minγ , maxβ , minβ , 

Tγ , aT  respectively. 8..1.λ λ  are the corresponding 

weights. Tγ  is the time lag bet en steering wheel we



angle and yaw velocity. aT  is the time lag between yaw 

velocity and lateral acceleration. β  is the mean values 

of sideslip angle. maxβ  and minβ are aximthe m um and 

minimum values of sideslip angle, respectively. γ  is the 

mean value of yaw velocity. maxγ and minγ  are the 
maximum and minimum values of the yaw velocity. 

Simulated annealing is the Monte Carlo approach. The 
simulated annealing process lowers the temperature by 
slow stages until the system “freezes” and no further 
changes occur. At each temperature the simulation must 
proceed long enough for the system to reach a steady 
state or equilibrium. The system is initialized with a 
particular configuration, and a new configuration is 
constructed by imposing a random displacement. If the 
energy of this new state is lower than that of the 
previous one, the change is accepted unconditionally 
and the system is updated; if the energy is greater, the 
new configuration is accepted probabilistically. This 
procedure allows the system to move consistently 
towards lower energy states, yet still “jump” out of local 
minima due to the probabilistic acceptance of some 
upward moves. If the temperature is decreased 
logarithmically, 

trap into 

established 
constrained 

rap in local ization and improve 
optimization speed using RSM approximation model. 

optimization. 

simulated annealing guarantees an 
optimal solution. This algorithm can prevent to 
local optimization in the process of searching optimal 
point. 

Programming Quadratic Line search is called numerical 
optimization and mathematical programming 
by quadratic objective function and linear 
function. It can search the optimal solution in the 
continuous design space with single-peak. 

The combination of two optimization methods can 
prevent to t  optim

Figs. 14-19 show the membership functions after 

 

 

Fig. 15 Membership function of sideslip angle change 
rate after optimization 

 

Fig. 16 Membership function of rear steering angle after 
optimization 

 

Fig. 17 Membership function of yaw velocity after 
optimization 

 

Fig. 18 Membership function of yaw velocity change rate 
after optimization 

Fig. 14 Membership function of sideslip angle after 
optimization 

 

Fig. 19 Membership function of additional front steering 
angle after optimization 



SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Based on the above formulation, we illustrate the 
procedure and results using one vehicle example (single 
lane change test). The vehicle velocity is 100km/h, and 
the driver input steering wheel angle is 20 degrees. Figs. 
20-26 show the active steering simulation result before 
optimization, after optimization, 4WS and Front-wheel 
steering vehicle with the same condition. The results 
show that the active steering vehicle can tack the 
objective path closely. Furthermore, with fuzzy control 
the sideslip angle and yaw velocity of active steering 
vehicle can decrease a lot comparing with the Front-
wheel steering vehicle and 4WS vehicle, and the 
performance of fuzzy controller after optimization is also 
better than that before optimization. During high speed 
situation, we ditional front 
steering wheel angle is opposite with that of driver input 
steering wheel angle, while tion o teering 
w s the same wit n d 
steering performance. In e lag phase 
between steering wheel angle and yaw velocity and that 
between yaw velocity and acceler uces 
after optimization (shown in Table 2).  

omparing

Lag phase ptimization 

After 
optimizatio
n 

can see that the direction of ad

the direc
h that to enha

addition, th

f rear s
ce safety an
 

heel angle i

lateral ation red

Table 2 Lag phase c  

Before 
o

Between steering wheel 
angle and yaw velocity 0.11s 0.105s 

Between yaw velocity 
and lateral acceleration 0.1s 0.06s 

 

 

 
Fig. 21 Comparison of additional front steering angle 

 

 
Fig. 22 Comparison of rack displacement of rear 

steering system 
 

 
Fig. 23  Comparison of the result of the steering track 

 

Fig. 20 Comparison of actual steering angle 

 
Fig. 24 Comparison of sideslip angle 

 



 
Fig. 25 Comparison of yaw velocity 

 

 
Fig. 26 Comparison of lateral acceleration 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

The results show that with the additional front steering 
wheel angle and rear steering wheel angle, active 
steering system can improve the vehicle handling and 
stability greatly. For fuzzy logical control and high 
nonlinear model like multi-body model, this paper adopts 
a combined optimization method of Simulated Annealing 
global search, RSM approximation model and Nonlinear 
Programming Qua
that using the op

dratic Line search. The result shows 
timization method of co-simulation of 

stee
i

afte
provide more stable responses. Of course, there are still 

the 
the 

app itoring of 
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combined with the experimental method for the active 

ring system can generate desired solutions. Fuzzy 
c maintains good charactelog r in the control of sideslip 
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r optimization, then the active steering can effectively 

many problems in vehicle dynamic control field such as 
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